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C O L N AGO AT ROULEUR
C LASSIC SHOW
LONDON
The inaugural Rouleur Classic event was something a little more exclusive than just a bike show, it was an
opportunity to enjoy the brands and athletes at the pinnacle of cycling, at the intimate location of Vinopolis
(London) 19th-21st of November. Ernesto Colnago was one of the distinguished guests along with Eddy Merckx,
Fabian Cancellara, Mario Cipollini and Alberto Contador to name the most famous. Fans appreciated this
spectacular event and crowded the booth prepared by Windwave, the exclusive Colnago distributor for the UK.

VA N A E R T
SECOND
IN KO K S I J D E

Van Aert is second in Koksijde after a thrilling race, but still lead the overall World cup classification
On a cold, windy, and wet Sunday afternoon, veteran Nys fought out a breathtaking duel with
young World Cup leader Wout Van Aert (Vastgoedservice-Golden Palace), which was in the balance
right up until the final corner. Van Aert had to bow his head while the crowd was ecstatic to see
the mud-clad 39-year-old Belgian rider claim the victory during the third World Cup round of the
season. In the overall standing Van Aert lead with 220 points. Nys is second with 215 points, third
Van Der Haar, 200 points. The next round of the World Cup is held in Namur, Belgium on December
20. Attached the new Colnago Prestige paint scheme designed for Wout.

DID YO U K N OW T H AT … .
Ernesto Colnago in 1988, in collaboration with
Ferrari, presents Concept. The first bike in the world
with a hydraulic braking system, a desmodromic
front gear and, above all, with carbon fiber frame
with lugs. Launched at the Milan show (Italy), was
a real revolution for the world of cycling and, at a
distance of about thirty years, it is still an innovative
bicycle. This project has helped Colnago to develop
the carbon technology until the C40, the founder
of the carbon frames, then copied by all the bicycle
manufacturers.

P H OTO O F T H E W E E K
Twitter @colnagoworld
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